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Abstract:

This paper empirically evaluates two kinds of features, which are extracted respectively with neural networks
and traditional statistical methods, to improve the performance of seismic patch image classification. The
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are now the state-of-the-art approach for a lot of applications in various fields, including computer vision and pattern recognition. In relation to feature extraction, it turns out
that generic feature descriptors extracted from CNNs, named CNN-features, are very powerful. It is also well
known that combining CNN-features with traditional (non)linear classifiers improves classification performance. In this paper, the above classification scheme was applied to seismic patch classification application.
CNN-features were acquired first and then used to learn SVMs. Experiments using synthetic and real-world
seismic patch data demonstrated some improvement in classification performance, as expected. To find out
why the classification performance improved when using CNN-features, data complexities of the traditional
feature extraction techniques like PCA and the CNN-features were measured and compared. From this comparison, we confirmed that the discriminative power of the CNN-features is the strongest. In particular, the
use of transfer learning techniques to obtain CNN’s architectures to extract the CNN-features greatly reduced
the extraction time without sacrificing the discriminative power of the extracted features.

1

INTRODUCTION

Recently, seismic wave fault detection using deep
learning techniques has been actively studied (Cunha,
A. et al., 2020), (Di, H. et al., 2018), (Hung, L. et al.,
2017), (Pochet, A. et al., 2019), (Wang, Z. et al.,
2018). In this approach, seismic images are first divided into patches of a certain size. The fault detection problem then becomes a two-class classification
problem that classifies fault and non-fault (normal)
patches. The fault detection problem can be solved
by identifying the location of patches classified as abnormal patches in the fault line. This paper focuses
on the classification of patch data. First, feature vectors are extracted from seismic patch data and then
classified as fault and non-fault patches using existing
classifiers to find fault lines.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are now
state-of-the-art approach for a lot of applications.
a
b
c
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Based on their good performance, CNNs have recently been used to detect seismic faults (Pochet, A.
et al., 2019). However, two constraints can be found
in this approach: one is the need to provide a huge
number of interpreted data (e.g., fault and nonfault
patches); the other is a significant amount of time required to process them. To address the first, a synthetic data set having simple fault geometries has been
built. Therefore, the input to the CNN is the seismic
amplitude only. That is, the approach does not require
the calculation of the other seismic attributes, but the
second constraint remains without any solution.
As is commonly known, CNN takes a tremendous
amount of time to learn when allowing “sufficient”
training data. Recently, it has been observed that
the convolutional (C) and fully-connected (FC) layers take most of the time to run (Donahue, J. et al.,
2014). In particular, since the latter is responsible
for multiplication of large-scale matrices, it consumes
most of the computation time up to 60%. From the
above review results and the findings in (Alshazly,
H. et al., 2019), (Athiwaratkun, B. and Kang, K.,
2015), (Donahue, J. et al., 2014), (Girshick, R. et al.,
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2014), (Razavian, L. et al., 2014), and (Weimer, D.
et al., 2016), we may consider replacing the FC layers responsible for classifying seismic patch data using CNN with existing classifiers such as support vector machines (SVMs). The role of the C layer in this
framework is the same as that of PCA (principal component analysis), for example.
The use of SVMs instead of FC layers is known
to improve classification accuracy (Lin, T.-Y. et al.,
2015), but no analysis has been made on why. Rather
than embarking on a general analysis, in this paper we
will consider comparative studies that will be taken
as the basis for the above improvements. In addition,
measures of data complexity can be used to estimate
the difficulty in separating the sample points into their
expected classes. Especially, it has been reported that
the measurements are performed to figure out a variety of characteristics related to data classification
(Lorena, A. C. et al., 2018). From this point of view,
to derive an intuitive comparison and to answer the
above question, we will consider the measurements.
In this paper we use CNN-features in seismic
patch classification. This feature allows CNN to avoid
learning time problems without compromising performance. We also analyze data complexity to compare
the discriminating power of the features. The following sections in turn describe the relevant studies,
methods and results of experiments, conclusions, etc.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section we first briefly review some of the latest
results related to the design and performance evaluation of the classifiers using the features extracted from
CNNs.

2.1

CNN-features

CNN-features consist of the values taken from the
activation units of the first FC layer of the CNN architecture (Athiwaratkun, B. and Kang, K., 2015).
Various studies have been conducted using CNNextracted features in many applications. First, in
(Oquab, M. et al., 2014), it is evaluated whether CNN
weights obtained from large-scale source tasks could
be transferred to a target task with a limited amount of
training material. Along with this study, many studies
on related to the extraction and utilization of CNNfeatures have been conducted (Razavian, L. et al.,
2014), (Donahue, J. et al., 2014), (Zeiler, M. D. and
Fergus, R., 2014), (Girshick, R. et al., 2014).
Then, in (Hertel, L. et al., 2015), it was reported again that reusing a previously trained CNN

as generic feature extractors leads to a state-of-the-art
result, meaning that CNNs are able to learn generic
feature extractors that can be used for different tasks.
Thus, some studies have recently been reported in the
industry on the techniques of extracting and then classifying feature vectors with this approach (Weimer, D.
et al., 2016), (Alshazly, H. et al., 2019).
In addition, in (Alshazly, H. et al., 2019), seven
best-performing hand-crafted descriptors were compared with four CNN-based models using variants of
AlexNet (Krizhevsky, A. et al., 2012). Experiments
on three data sets reported that CNN-based models
were very superior to other models. However, it was
also pointed out that, to extract meaningful features
from raw data, the approach requires huge amounts
of training data. In case the generation of the data is
expensive, it might not be appropriate, as in (Sun, C.
et al., 2017).

2.2 Data Complexity
An attempt to identify the relationship between the
data and the classifier that classifies it was specifically
initiated in (Ho, T. K. and Basu, M., 2002). Since
then, it has been studied a lot. A few of them, but
not all, can be found in: (Sotoca, J. M. et al., 2006),
(Cano, J.-R., 2013), (Lorena, A. C. et al., 2018).
Measurements of data complexity can be divided
into three groups: (i) overlapping measurements of individual feature values, e.g. Fisher’s discriminant ratio (F1), directional-vector Fisher’s discriminant ratio
(F1v or simply Fv), volume of overlap region (F2),
and maximum individual feature efficiency (F3), (ii)
measuring separability of grade, e.g. non-parametric
separability of classes (N2), distance of erroneous instances to a linear classifier (L1) or its training error
rate (L2), and (iii) neighborhood measures, e.g. volume of local neighborhood (D2)1 .
On the other hand, the data complexity measurements mentioned above have been used for various
applications such as meta-analysis of classifiers, prototype selection, and feature selection. In addition,
another application that enables the proper use of
complexity measurements in deep learning is an application that analyzes and organizes the capabilities
of a number of learning algorithms by application
area. In this paper we are going to use the data complexities to explain why using the CNN-features improves classification performance.

1A

detailed description of each of these parameters is
omitted here, but can be found in the literature.
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3

METHODS AND DATA

This section first introduces the classification methods associated with current empirical research, then
provides the structure of seismic wave image data developed in this paper.

3.1

Classification Methods

The classification of the seismic patch data (as described in Section 3.2) in this paper is carried out
by a method (named HYB) that hybridizes the existing linear (nonlinear) classifier (e.g., SVM) and the
convolution neural network. HYB is a classification
framework in which feature extraction is performed
on CNN from input seismic patches and then SVM is
trained using the extracted features. In particular, a
pretrained CNN model is used for initialization when
extracting CNN-feature vectors.
In HYB, feature vectors are obtained in the CNN
architecture (as described in Section 4.1) as follows:
this is an mid-level representation just before the input image passes through the C layers that make up
the CNN and then passes it to the FC layers. Therefore, the dimension of the feature vectors is equal to
the number of neurons that make up the first FC layer.
As a result, the CNN-specific dimensions can be optimized by determining the number of FC input neurons appropriate for a given application.
To extract CNN-features as described above, the
CNN’s weights that make up the C layers should be
fixed in advance. To this end, transfer learning techniques can be used. In transfer learning, the cardinality of the dataset of the target task is less than that of
the training dataset of the source task. Therefore, the
CNN-feature extraction method can avoid the common problem of CNN needing a large amount of data
for learning. In addition, CNN learning in the transfer
learning mode is made up of fine-tuning. Therefore,
a small number of epochs can significantly reduce the
learning time.

3.2

Seismic Data

Fig. 1 presents an example of a synthetic seismic wave
image (left) and a fault line (right) to be extracted
from it. The data set of the synthetic seismic wave images (501 × 501 pixels), reproduced through the open
source code IPF2 , is an artificial implementation of
sequential rock deformation over time.
A total of 500 seismic images have been prepared,
and each of them contains one fault line with different slopes and positions. The corresponding fault po2 https://github.com/dhale/ipf
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Figure 1: Plots presenting a synthetic seismic image (left)
and a fault line (right). Blocks marked in red and blue indicate fault and non-fault patches respectively.

sition in each image was indicated in white by generating binary masks, referring to the seismic amplitude
information.
From the data set composed of image pairs shown
in Fig. 1 (where, the two images on the left and right
side include seismic waves and fault lines respectively), the fault and non-fault patches were extracted.
One patch is a (45 × 45)-dimensional matrix with one
candidate pixel in the center and 2024 pixels adjacent to it3 . This patch can be classified as a fault
patch or non-fault patch according to the following
rule: if the candidate pixel is a pixel forming a fault
line, then it becomes a fault patch; otherwise it becomes a non-fault patch. For example, referring to the
fault line matrix shown in Fig. 1 (right), all possible
fault patches were first extracted and then the same
number of non-fault patches were randomly extracted
from the seismic wave image shown in Fig. 1 (left).

4

EXPERIMENT

In this section we present the evaluation results on
experimental datasets and comparisons to the related
methods. For kernel- PCA (kPCA) using ‘gaussian’
kernel (Wang, Q., 2012)4 and discriminative AutoEncoder (AE) (Gogna, A. and Majumdar, A., 2019)5 ,
the original implementations provided by the authors
were used without change. CNN was implemented
in the simplest structure to perform basic functions6 .
Then, SVM was realized from LIBSVM 7 .

3 This is known to be the smallest patch size that provides satisfactory results (Pochet, A. et al., 2019).
4 https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/39715-kernel-pca-and-pre-image-reconstruction
5 https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/57347-autoencoders
6 https://github.com/rasmusbergpalm/DeepLearnToolbox
7 https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm/
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Table 1: The CNN architecture implemented.
descriptions
convolution
subsampling
convolution
subsampling
fully connected

4.1

IN

OUT

45 × 45
40 × 40
20 × 20
16 × 16
8×8

40 × 40
20 × 20
16 × 16
8×8
2×1

outputmaps

kernelsize

4

6

8

5

Experimental Data

The CNN-feature extractor was tested and compared
with traditional ones such as PCA, kPCA, and AE.
Here PCA was chosen as one of the best known linear
extractors, and kPCA as one of the nonlinear versions.
In addition, AE was included as one of the feature extractors that could be implemented in a network based
manner. Experiments were performed using seismic
patch data, named Train1 (Train2 and Test1).
From the total 500 seismic wave images, three
patch sets of ‘Test1’, ‘Train1’, and ‘Train2’ were constructed as follows: Test1 is a set of 76, 038 patches
extracted from the first 100 images; Train1 is a set
of 74, 046 patches extracted from 100 images from
101 to 200; and Train2 is a set of 290, 074 patches
extracted from 400 seismic images from 101 to 500.
Train1 and Test1 were used to extract and evaluate
CNN-features, and Train2 was used to generate pretrained models needed to extract the CNN-features.
In all experiments carried out in subsequent sections, the same training and testing process were carried out. First, the features of the training data were
first extracted according to a given feature extractor,
then the features of the test data was extracted by the
same process. One SVM was learned using features
extracted from the training data and the features of the
test data were used to evaluate this SVM.

4.2

The CNN Architecture

Table 1 presents the architecture of the CNN implemented in this paper. This is a structure consisting of
two C’s and subsampling layers and one FC layer, one
of the smallest scale needed for the evaluation experiments we are trying to realize.
In Table 1, the last component at the bottom of
the CNN is a set of FC layers, and the number of input neurons of this component is defined as the number of weights output from the previous layer. The
CNN-features we are trying to extract consist of these
input neurons that connect directly to FC. Therefore,
the dimension of the feature vector can be determined
by adjusting the number of these neurons. However,
in order to find any new feature dimension, the corresponding structure should be retrained. Therefore,

we first got CNN-features from CNN and then applied
PCA to this vector set to reduce the dimension to the
target dimension.
Finally, this paper deals with the 2-class problem
of classifying the image patches as normal and abnormal. Therefore, it is necessary to adjust the number
of neuron units in the output layer when expanding to
multi-class problems. In addition, a softmax function
is required to obtain normalized probabilities for each
class.
The CNN shown in the table was properly learned
and evaluated using the experimental data. To do this,
various parameters, including learning rate (α), momentum (µ), batch-size (γ), and number of epochs (η),
need to be set, and we experimentally set these values
as follows: α = 1, µ = 0.5, γ = 10, and η = 100.

4.3 Experiment #1: Synthetic Data
To confirm that the use of CNN-features actually
improves classification performance, we first experimented with the synthetic seismic data.
4.3.1

Comparison of Classification Accuracy

Prior to presenting the classification accuracy, the task
of using data to select optimal or near-optimal parameters for the experiment was considered. To achieve
the best classification accuracy, we first need to select an optimized dimension value that is neither too
large nor too small. A simple preliminary experiment
was conducted in this paper to select dimensions optimized for the space of CNN-features. Specifically,
the experiment showed that the highest classification
accuracy was achieved when the dimension of the feature subspace was 256. Then the number of epochs
was optimized by referring to the learning curve to
prevent overfitting.
In addition, for more successful extraction, two
types of CNN-features, CNN1- and CNN2-features,
were extracted from Train1 in different ways and
compared. The CNN1-features were extracted from
randomly initialized architectures, but the CNN2features were extracted using pretrained models.
From the comparison of the two classification accuracy rates obtained with the CNN1- and the CNN2features, the latter was superior to the former. This
means that using pretrained CNN models leads to an
improved performance in classification. Based on this
observation, we used the CNN2-features as CNNfeatures in the following experiments. At this time,
the pretrained CNN model was prepared using Train2
(# epochs is 300). Then, using Train1 (# epochs
is 200), we fine-tuned a CNN model and extracted
CNN-features from it.
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In general, however, there is no optimal feature extractor for all classifiers, and vice versa. Thus, various
classifiers were first applied to verify the performance
of CNN-based extractors. Table 2 shows a numerical
comparison of classification accuracy measured by
NNs (nearest neighbor rules) and SVMs 8 . Here the
process of evaluating classification performance by
randomly selecting a subset of 20, 000 (and 15, 000)
from Train1 (and Test1) was repeated ten times and
the results obtained were averaged. In each iteration,
a pretrained model fine-tuned by one subset of Train1
was jointly used.
From the comparison shown in Table 2, it can be
re-observed that the use of the CNN-based extractor in conjunction with existing classifiers can significantly improve classification accuracy compared to
other extractors included in the comparison. It is noteworthy that the CNN-based extractor uses not only
training data but also pretrained CNN models that
could not be used for other extractions. Under this
condition, direct comparison of the four feature extractors may not be fair. However, from the perspective of machine learning, such as transfer learning,
the results of this experiment are shown to suggest
one possibility related to the new feature extractor.
From this consideration, the performance improvements observed in the last column of the table may
have resulted from the discriminating ability of the
pretrained models.
In addition to using the accuracy of numerical
metrics, classification performance can also be compared using ROC (receiver operating characteristic)
curves. From the ROC curves obtained, it was
revealed that the CNN-features have generated the
curve closest to the upper left corner and the highest
AUC (area under the curve) value.
4.3.2

Comparison of Data Complexities

To highlight why the use of the CNN-features improves classification performance, complexity measures were also measured and compared. Fig. 2 compares the complexity measures obtained by applying
the four extractors to two data, Train1 and CIFAR-100
(Krizhevsky, A., 2009). Here the latter was used in
reference experiments for comparison. The original
CIFAR data were converted into a 45 × 45 grayscale
set consisting of 20 classes for testing under the same
conditions. Then, only two classes of 5, 000 (and
1, 000) samples were selected “randomly” as training
8 Each of these two classifiers was chosen as one of the
easiest to learn and the most widely used classifiers. Therefore, thorough evaluation using other classifiers such as adabust and decision tree is a future challenge.
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(and test) data.
In Fig. 2, it can be observed that the relative magnitude of the measured complexity values from the
feature vectors extracted in four ways is mostly very
similar. For easy observation, consider together the
accuracy rate of Table 2 and the data complexity of
Fig. 2. Compared to the accuracy of PCA and CNNfeatures in Table 2, CNN-based is superior to PCA.
In Fig. 2, when comparing the F1 complexity values
for these two extractors, the CNN-based bar height is
higher than that of the PCA. However, the comparison
of Fv, D2, and L2 complexity is the opposite. Specifically, the fact that the CNN-based accuracy rate in
Table 2 is greater than that of PCA is consistent with
the fact that the CNN-based F1 bar in Fig. 2 is higher
than that of PCA. However, the comparison of Fv values is the opposite. The Fv value is small when the
accuracy rate is large. As already reported in the relevant literature, the increasing value of F1 reduces the
overlapping feature space and thus allows better separation of the feature space of the two classes. Unlike
F1, the smaller the value measured in Fv, the simpler the classification problem. Similar comparative
analyses can be applied for the remaining other complexity metrics.
In Fig. 2, however, F2 shows different characteristics for CIFAR-100 and Train1. In general the larger
the F2 value, the greater the overlap between classes
and, therefore, the more difficult the classification is.
In addition, if there is at least one non-overlapping
feature, the result of the calculation expression is zero
(Lorena, A. C. et al., 2018). Furthermore, this measure differs in sensitivity from classification accuracy
depending on the type of classifier and does not produce reasonable information for use in the case of
SVM classifiers (Cano, J.-R., 2013).
From the observations made above, the CNNbased extractor can be argued to be a good feature
extractor comparable to the AE-based as well as the
PCA (kPCA). In particular, this extractor can be applied to applications where existing extractors do not
work well due to the nature of the data. In various
practices dealing with high-dimensional data, PCA,
which relies on covariance matrices, is known to be
rarely used because they are not efficient.
4.3.3

Comparison of Time Complexities

Finally, to make the comparison complete, the time
complexity of the proposed approach with the experimental data was explored. Rather than embarking on
another analysis of the computational complexities of
the approaches, however, the time consumption levels
for the datasets were simply measured and compared.
In the interest of brevity, the processing CPU-times
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Table 2: The classification accuracy mean rates (%) (and standard deviation in parentheses) measured with the four extractors
for Train1 and Test1. Here the highest accuracy in each row is highlighted with a ? marker.
classification methods
classifiers
types
kNN
SVM
(opts = ’-s 0 -t 1/2’)

k=1
k=3
polyn.
rbf

PCA
69.93 (0.56)
68.72 (0.85)
52.91 (0.16)
73.32 (0.40)

feature extraction methods
kPCA
AE-features
72.07 (0.36)
71.53 (0.34)
65.13 (0.30)
75.76 (0.41)

70.13 (0.61)
69.08 (0.89)
65.92 (0.45)
76.45 (0.37)

CNN-features
?

74.45 (0.50)
75.80 (0.39)
?
80.58 (0.30)
?
85.14 (0.25)
?

Figure 2: Plots comparing the four complexity measures obtained in the four subspaces developed from CIFAR-100 (left)
and Train1 (right). For ease of comparison, the complexity values measured in each of the four subspaces were divided into
the largest of the four values and then displayed graphically.
Table 3: The processing CPU-times (in seconds) measured
with the four extraction methods.
datasets
PCA
CIFAR-100
Train1

6.4
8.3

feature extraction methods
kPCA
AE-feat.
CNN-feat.
99.8
7,775.0

6,103.9
9,560.8

6.3
35.5

(in seconds) for each data set is the time obtained by
repeating the feature extraction several times and then
averaging it.
Table 3 presents a numerical comparison of the
processing CPU-times (in seconds). Here the times
recorded are the required CPU-times on a laptop computer with a CPU Core(TM) i7-9750H speed of 2.60
GHz and RAM 16.0 GB, and operating on a Window
10 Home 64-bit platform.
In the results of the comparison, it can be observed
that the extractor of CNN-features requires a much
shorter processing CPU-time than the traditional nonlinear algorithms (i.e., kPCA) for the datasets used. In
particular, this result demonstrates that the extractor
can dramatically reduce processing time compared to
other network-based methods (e.g., AE-features).
However, it should be noted that extracting the
CNN-features requires a pretrained model. That is,
the CNN-features were obtained after training in the
CNN architecture using the pretrained model as an
initial weight matrix (i.e., after fine-tuning). In this

experiment, CIFAR-100 (train) was used for CIFAR
to obtain the pretrained model (# epochs is 100), and
Train2 was used for seismic data (# epochs is 300).
Then, the training time for these models was excluded
when counting the processing time in Table 3.

4.4 Experiment #2: Real-world Data
To further investigate the improvement, we extracted
patch data from real seismic wave image data and then
repeated the above classification. Our real seismic images were cited from Project Netherlands Offshore F3
Block - Complete9 .
First, fault lines were marked manually after the
fault and normal patches were extracted from the real
seismic images10 . For simple comparative analysis,
only ten seismic images were displayed with the fault
lines. Then, when extracting patches, the number of
patches on the larger side was adjusted to the smaller
side by randomly selecting them to prevent imbalance between classes. A total of 52, 026(= 26, 013 +
26, 013) fault and non-fault patches were extracted
9 https://terranubis.com/datainfo/Netherlands-OffshoreF3-Block-Complete
10 The work of assigning fault lines to real seismic wave
images should be done by human labelers using appropriate
tools, as was in ImageNet (Krizhevsky, A. et al., 2012).
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Table 4: The classification accuracy mean rates (%) (and standard deviation in parentheses) measured with the four extractors
from the real seismic data. Here the highest accuracy in each row is highlighted with a ? marker.
classification methods
classifiers
types
kNN
SVM
(’-s 0 -t 1/2 -c 10’)

k=1
k=3
polyn.
rbf

PCA
92.47 (0.39)
84.52 (0.46)
80.20 (0.47)
91.16 (0.27)

Table 5: The classification accuracy rates (%) obtained with
a fully-connected CNN and two HYBs.
classifiers
CNN (fully-connected)
kNN (k = 1)
SVM (’-s 0 -t 2 -c 10’)

synthetic data

real data

84.78 (0.28)
74.48 (0.32)
85.06 (0.23)

92.82 (0.16)
95.52 (0.19)
95.20 (0.21)

from the ten seismic images.
Next, the extracted patches were classified in the
four ways and the accuracy was compared. The evaluation here was conducted under the same conditions
as the experiments in Table 2, including all parameters for extracting CNN-features and learning the
classifiers. In particular, as recently was done in
(Cunha, A. et al., 2020), the pretrained model used
for CNN learning of synthetic data was used after
fine-tuning using the real-world patch data. Table 4
presents a numerical comparison of the classification
accuracy (mean and standard deviation in parenthesis) rates (%). A random selection of 10, 000 (and
10, 000) patches was made for training (and test) data.
The assessment was repeated ten times and the results
obtained were averaged.
From Table 4, we can rediscover the results of experiments very similar to those seen in Table 2. The
CNN-feature has again obtained the highest accuracy
in all classifications of the real-world patch data, as
in the previous synthetic data. This means that using CNN-features can meaningfully improve classification accuracy, and as discussed earlier, these improvements are attributed to the pretrained models. To
avoid repetition, among the experiments carried out in
Section 4.3, experiments other than classification accuracy comparisons were omitted here.
Rather than using fully-connected CNNs, CNNfeatures were categorizied using conventional (non-)
linear classifiers in the experiments. Thus, a comparative analysis of these two recognition systems was
made. Table 5 presents a comparison of the classification accuracy (%) measured with three classifiers
for the synthetic and real-life seismic data. The assessments performed under the conditions shown in
Table 4 were averaged ten times over.
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feature extraction methods
kPCA
AE-features
93.10 (0.25)
86.56 (0.42)
86.69 (0.45)
93.32 (0.29)

86.33 (0.34)
74.59 (0.43)
72.69 (0.00)
83.58 (0.00)

CNN-features
?

95.49 (0.27)
93.60 (0.15)
?
85.47 (0.42)
?
95.22 (0.24)
?

In Table 5, it can be inspected that the accuracy of
HYB is superior to that of CNN: SVM is always good
and NN is good in real-life data. Through this observation we can conclude that by hybridizing CNNfeatures with existing classifiers, we can improve the
classification of seismic patch data.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In an effort to design a pattern recognition system that
can be successfully utilized for seismic patch classification, a method of extracting feature vectors obtained using CNNs was considered and empirically
evaluated. In this paper CNN-features were acquired
first using a pretrained CNN model and then used to
learn an existing classifier, such as SVM. This type
of classification is equivalent to replacing the FC layers of the CNN with the classifier. Simulation using
the experimental data confirmed that the features were
extracted at a relatively rapid rate and the classification performance improved.
To answer the question why this hybrid is superior
to the original CNN, relationship between data complexity and classification accuracy of input feature
vectors was investigated. We first identified the relationship using one public data that allows for visual
observation. This relationship was then rechecked
with experimental data. After extracting PCA-based
and CNN-based features, the data complexity and
classification accuracy were measured and compared
for these two types of features. From the comparison
obtained, it was observed that the discriminative abilities of the latter outperformed that of the PCA-based.
Although it was demonstrated that the classification can be improved by using the CNN-features,
the architecture was simply determined by referring
to the smallest structure that can express basic algorithms. Thus, a comprehensive evaluation using various architectures such as GoogLeNet, ResNet, and
VGGNet for another structure of seismic wave data
remains a task to compare with the state-of-the-art
results in the domain. Also, empirical comparisons
were made with a limited number of feature extractors using seismic datasets that only represent an am-
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plitude attribute. In addition to these limitations, the
problem of theoretically investigating CNN-based extractors to extract powerful features remains unresolved.
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